
A SI!iGLill ~LUID MODEL APP.ROI\.CH TO OB?]Ail-:f tHE ION ... ACOU'STIO 

HAV~ DISP8R5IO!~ A1ID DAMPING Ill A UmAKLY ION'ISED GAS. 



CfiAPfEH - VII 

A SINGLE FLUID MODEL APPROACH TO ODTAIN Tl1B ION-ACOUSTIC 

HAVE DISPI~llSIO'J.Il AND :f)Alifi>Il~G 111 A ~!~AKLY IONIS'fa'1) GAS 

That there ex1at various wave modes whioh can 

propagate through a plasma ma<i.:tum reattlts from t11e fact 

that a.t least two distinct species viz., ions ana eleotroilS 

are present e.nrl there exist vat'iet1ea or driving and 

restoring :f'orcos namely, electric and magnetic forces, 

presstn•e gradient, v1ac()sity eta., itl a plasma medium. 

Though theoretically all possible motleEJ or tra.ve motion can 

simultaneously exist in a. plasma, the bQuudary oond.1tions 

and the state ot the plasma will essentially determine 

wh1oh or the restoriug and inertial forces l>dll pred.orniuate 

!'or the propagation oi' the correapontlin~ wave mode. ot the 

differa11t modes Lbt•ood.ly olasaified e.a: (a.) electro .. 

magnet:l:Cf (h) eleatrostatic; (c) eleet~o-acouatio; (d.)magnato

a.cousticJ the eleatro ... acouatic vave in many raape~ts 'has 

tha essential properties of an ordinary acoustic vla.ve but 

part of the restoring force in this ease is purely electro

ata.t1o. in origin. t'1hGn the fraqueneiea of theae waves are 
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mueh larger tban the electron plaarna 1~requenoy, the wave· 

ie carried by electrons Gn:id is ltnown as electronic

ultrasonic wave. (Hhatnagar & Sr1vastav~, 1971). At 

frequencies lttell belm1 elootrou plasrnu trequeney the va.ves 

are essex1tially carried by tone and are called ion-acoustic 

waves. These are low :trequency plasma deusity (or plasma·. 

pressure) oscillations in vihich ions aw.'l electrons move 1n 

phase. 

On the basis of fluid analysts it was first 

predicted in 1929 by Tonks and. Langmrt1r (1929) that for 

isothermal plasma the phase velocity Va is given by 

2 Y-z Te 
Vs -= 

m· 1.-

The theo~y does :not predict dispersion and d~:mping 

of the 'llaVef:!. Considerable amount o:f work, both theoretical 

and expex•irnental on tha dispersion and damping oi' the waves 

has been published.,. Ther;:;} are t\-ro d1f'fe:rant approaches 

th1. .. ough \<1hich the dispersion relation f'or these waves can be 

obtained. The Boltzmatl-Transport equation approach predicts 

Landau damping (Landau 1946) 'and -. several authors (f'riad & 

Gould 19f.5l, Gould 1964 etc.) on the 1Jasis of this approach 

treated ·the problGm of generation and propagation of ion-

sound waves for cases t<:l19n the waves are externally e:~oitad. 

electrostatically by osaillato~y elect~io field applied to 

grids (Chapter I). The a.lte~na.t1ve hydroO.ynamie a.pproaoh for 



a fully io~lised plasma does not predict· c':lnsiderable dis• 

pers1on a11d clamping o£ ion-acoustic waves both for 

isothermal (tsurdin 1962) and non-isothermal ple.sma 

(Bhutna.gar 1964 and Venltatarangnn 1964). Even tf the 

collisions bett.;een ions am:t eleat:rons al"e incluaea (Bhatnagar 

&: Shrivastova 1971) the na:t;ure o:r dispersion rela.tion does 

not <l:tfi'er much. 

It has been suggested by sever-al authors th.--~t the 

study of electro-a.constio tiave -propagation in a plasma (we 

us-e this as a general term to incluaa both ion-acoustic and. 

elecrtronic-ultrasonic vave) may leaa. to. ~l diagnostic methoa 

for plasma parame·ter-s. If, in particular, 0119 Utilizes the 
I 

determination or phase velocity of 1on~acoustic waves as a 

d.1agnost1c method' for a laboratory plasma it 1.s necesaa.ry to 

consitl~r the ·ei'fect of collisions of plasma particles with 

a large baclq:;rouna of :neutral pa:rticleo on the 1orJ•acoustic 

we.ves. 

Cons1der1ng t11e ~f:t'eota or neutral particles, a 

theoretical calculation has be-en done by Hatta ana. Sato 

(1962) i'or ion-acoustic waves in an isothermal plasma where 

tr.ae fluid equations of electron an<l ion species have beer1 

considere<1 separately and the differentia-l wave equation for 

ion density has been obtained. The treattlent 1s adequate so 

far as the ion-acoustic 1r.rave is only of concern; but in this 



treatment the macroscopic quantities viz., plasma velocity 
~ ,:::::. u, current density J, plasma density P and plasma pressure 

! 

. P are not involved; there~ore the existence of other modes 

ca.uno·t be predictec1. According to Sp'!tzer {1962) the two 

itlterm1nglefl flUid concept (Hatta & Sato 1962) 1s advanta

geous in those idaaliz~d cases \'There eithe~ the electrons 

or the positive ions remain a.t rest. Theae a1tuations cannot 

be conceived at least in ·the caEJa of hm oscillations. 

The purpose of the present papa:r is to da1•1ve tho 

general wave equation ana. the d.isper&ion relation using the 
_,. ~ 

macroscopic variables of plasma (U, ·J, f', P, etc.) and to 

make a Uliif1ed treatment of the sul,ject; as a whole for a non

isothermal plasma tak1ug. the (~ffeot ol' collisions r;Jf the 

olla.rged species with the neutral part1clas, am1 t;11en ·to 

obtain from the general dispGrr:don rtalation the pl'lase velocity 

and. at.tenuation constant· of ion ... acoustic 'I..Javes at frequencies 

rnuah belm-r ion ... plasma fl"'equency. It vill be further evident 

from the next ehaptet• tltat the single fluid modal. approach 

gives proper physical pieture of the problem when one expects 
~. 

ion-acoustic t;aves to 11i.:tve gener~rted in a \reakly ionized . 
.1\ 

plasl!la t<tith a aonie transducer as ex:citG~r. The results of the 

present fimlings a.ra <11scussec1 keepiug in v1eti of the experi

mental co::1ditions prevailed in the investigations described in 

the Chapter IX. 



' 
'.rhe baste fluid equations ror a flllly ionized plasma, 

for a .single fluid model i'or zero magm:Jtic field and neglect

ing the affect of gr(~V'1tationa.l potentit-\,1, ean be "tritten as 

equation of motio~ : 

0 cJ.. u ) = -"Y p 
. cl t 

generalized Ohm's Law 

••• (ii) 

where rat1ox:~a11zed. units li.a.va l1een l.U:.H;d. 

Plaama momentum : . 

(1:1.1) 

Current ds.rlsity ; 

••• (iv) 



Mass denstty : 

• • • (v) 

__,. .,....!> 

where, H' L; ttl l. 
7 

U i.. J Pl. and J l. are respeotively the particle 

de:naity, pa:t"ti.cle mass, fluid velocity, f'lu1d pr-essnre a.ncl. 

curren·b density for ions and the quantities with suf;(~x "e11 

corresponrl to those vaJ.t~s for electrons, 

(J e = elec·trou plasma i'requ.ency; 

€
0 

= free space pe~J...;tnil.;i-vity; 

2 e = average ionic oharge;· 

\ 
,I 

'\ 
\. 

(_ = reais"l:;:lvity (for a fully ionized. gas) 

If the efi'cc·t oi· momE'H'lt1tm ·transfer due to collision 

bet.veen the chn .. rge<1 particle species and the neutral particle 

apeaiaa is ooi1eiderea. the following quanti ties are to be 

added to the riejht hand side of the gqa. (i) & (ii) 

respectively : 



vrhere 1f 4:... = macroscopic neutral atom velocity aud J{a....and 

~e.... ar~, respecti.vely, the ef:i~ectiva electron-atom e.nc.i. ion .. 

a.toi!l collieicu .f~equencieo anf1 · mo.. ia tr...e t!tass of' a. neutral 

atom. 

Neglecting. the taros of the ordBr of m~/m i one can 

., 
\ 
\ 

Considering the ini'initeoimaJ. pe:Ptur'bation approximations ·(so 

tha. t the eqn.e.t 1.ons a1•e linear1.sed) the momentum transfer 

oqua.t1on and generaliZC:3U OhmtEJ lalr e:quation become, conaidel ... 

ing the effect of collisions "'iith neutral p8rt1cles 

..... (vi) 

where 

••• (vii} 

vhere ,,;e ho.va assumed ( = 0 



~ ..?-
I:u the ahove equations the va::t"'iablea E, p, u antJ. 

~ 

j represent the perturb~d values of electric field, 

pressure, velocity ancl cmr~ent density. The suffix ''ere, •t• 
aud •a• denote.the values corresponding to the nlectron, 

ion ana. neutral api3c1ea respectively. The terrns with 

auffix zero correspond to the cor:r~esporld.ing quiescent values. 

In arriving at the above equation, a dr:J.ftless plasma. 

in absence of external electric field has been considered a.nd 
~ ~ .,..!> 

all the quiescent values of r;, U and J have been neglected. 

Again, since i.oniza.tion has been assumed to be weak, too 
density of neutral particles ia much greater than that of the 

~ 

charged particles and UQ = 0 is also a plausible assump-

t1on. 

...!> -"" ...!> ........ 

i3Xpreas!ng j i and j.e in· ta·l"ms or u aad j from 

equ.a:tions (1:1.1) and (1v) o.11d 1neart1ng i1i equations (vi) nnd 

(vii) one aatl '!~Trite after certain approximation, 

••• {7.1) 

••• (?.8) 

~rhiah are respectively the linearised ple.amn momentum 

transfer equation and generalised Ohm's lalT equation in 



preae11ae of neutral part iclas, 

where 

The other fluid equations a:re the continuity eqna·tions o:r 

mass a.nd charge, 

• •• (7. 3) 

r ---\ I _j. 

~ -- \}.'\J.. T- \).] 
i"h\i_ .e.. ••• 

i::here n L and n e. are the perturbed values of ion and 

electron density respectively. 

Poissou•s equation : 

(7.4) 

• • • (7 .s) 

Equation of stnte (i'or non- isothermal plasma j :.-

••• 

'"here T e- and T L a.r~~ electron temperature ar1d ion 

temperature respectively. He sl'lnll assume for adiabatic 

gas constants "ft. = Ye. = Y 

(7.6) 



WAVE EQU~TIOfl 

~aking divergence on both sides of equations (7,.1) 

and (7.2) and uatng equations (7.3), (7.4), (7.f) and (7.6), 
~ ~ ~ . 

one can el1m1ne:te the v~riable;J u 1 E ~nd 3 so that .only 

the pressure variables are retained. 

l [A ()!._t '8 'J
3 p + c 'd} E + t ~ ] 

v~ 'l. · 'd i q + · 'd ~ 3 'd t '].. 'd h · 

G - e ~ Tt 
.e~ Te ? 

To elim1na~e 'Yl.pe term frotn equation (7. 7), one 

oan assume to a f.irat approxirnation.that 

••• (7.8) 

'· 



••• (7.9) 

t.rhero A-t s =- A 1 7 

The above equation is ·the required wave equation for 

a weakly ionized plasma madtum. The equation is a partial 

dit'f'e:rential equation, fifth order in time derivative and. 

fourth order in space derivative of' the pressure perturl>at1on 

'P' • 

D!SPER;)IOH UELt;.TION 
I - S¢ 1 q • ._,. __ , It • I .... 

:0 = .. 

Considering r.ma. dimensional oaae, it' one assumes that 
i.('Xx- wt) 

P
0 

~ be a. solution of aquation (7.9) the required 

d1spe.-rts1on relation bet,-.reen the t•a:-equency ,., and propagation 

constant %. can be obtained ae ; 

_L2. [- i LJ ~A . - P-:> w 4 --t i. c 4J 3 -r i> w '). J 
~ . 

= ( l F "' - rs, t.) 2-- 'tA I (0 ~)A. 1-;- ( l s ,"' -1-t) 1(1 
••• 

or, inserting the values of the aonstant;s, 



t . [; f _ e . Tl -r Te .. e T c_ + T .e . 2- e _ \ 1 ~ ~ T t. + r .e. 
- ~. ~ w'i- - w + V: V 
v. .l n,. - 'Yl'\ • e_ ::;;: (.c.. fLO.... --
.s L. I e. -!- T e · ··.e T.e. 

f e. 
::: (.

?I-t • 
L 

••• (7 .lJ.) 

l;'rom squat ion (7 .lO) or equ.atim1 (? .ll) it 1s e'rident that 

)>.\. has f'our roots (for any particular e~::citat:ton frequency 

. (l}) of Hhich two correspond to two distinct modes propagating 

in the positive direction ana the other two correspond to the 

same propagating in the negative direction. 

PI1AS1s VELOCIT~t lU.fD ATT@JWA'.i:ION' Of:' TrD~ ION ... ACOUSTIC llOJ)E -
Though in principle, it :ts possible to obta!:a e::mat 

solution of equation (7.11) for~ only the situation here 

will be considered ~rhere the following conditions are 

satisfied : 

v s2- j X 2 l < <_ 
••• (x) 

'1--

l.t) 1-\, o.. < < W L •••• (y) 

... (z) 
w 



where 0 i.. ( =R.. ?- Neo /m i t 0 )is the 1on plasma frequency. 

In fact the above conditions are satisfied iu most 

recent experimental conditions concerning ion-acoustic waveo, 

11' IP is kept in the audio rar1ge. 

Hith the ahove assumptions one can neglect the 

underlined terms in equation (7.1l} compared to other terms 

(vide Appendix) and the equation (7.11) is simplified to 

vl v/ t w - i. (Y/_.._ -t ~:: V~._))- V/l,):cu X,_ 

-~- ({,) ~ cu - i vp ... 1.):- ) w'" = o 

••• (7. 1,:'1 ) . 

where, 

From equa~t ion {7 .12) tvo roots of ~ · ean be determined: 

••• (7.13) 

In order to mal~e the quantity under the radical a perfect 

aquare the term 



is added which is very small in comparison ·t-tith the second 

term lUHler' the' radical (vide appendix). Thus one gets one 

of ·the rootB of 

•••• (7.14) 

. ·In the other root of X tho electron density (in the form 
2 

of Qe ) occurs explicitly ana, ·this corresponds to the 

electron wave mode and at frequencies much belov electron 

plasma. frequency, this root corresp(>nds to laree damping (this 

has been sho-wn by nhat!le.ge.r and Shr~vastava 1971) fqr, .a f't~lly 

ionized plasma. 

• • • (7 .lE) 

Uai11g equations (7.14) and (7.7) and equating real and· 
· I It 

imaginary ports one can solve /(. and ~ hence 'He obtain 

the phase velocity VP ana attenuation 
( k_ ( Tl· t- Te_) 

2· 
'1-Y\ t 

(,/1 t VP~ /cv'- J -I 
2. Yk (IL-tTJ 

'M..e_ 

II 
~ given 'by 

'l. 
·LU 

•••. (7 .16) 

••• (7.17) 



DISCUSSION 

(a) Ii!i'fect of nlasma-n~utral aollisio.iJ_f'reaueng,~ .. 
The ab(Jile e::q)l.'ession (equation 7.16) for pl'tase velocity of 

I 

ion-acoustic vmve can b~3 cor.apareci to that o'btained hy 

Dho.t:na.gar ana. 6hr1va~3tava (1971) who considered fully ionized 

plasma. ana. obtained the expression for phclse velocity as 

V P
2 .~. "\' ~ (TL + T.e) /'IY\. L 

whan collision t-Ii th neutral· molecules is· taken into cons:td.era-

tion as in the case of partially icn,.sed plasma, both the 

phase velooity and. attArmation arA ru.net1ons. of the excitation 

frequency anc1 the parameter Ypo-- {one. may cell it as aff'e~t1va 

plasma neutral collision frequency) as is.evident from aqua. 

tions {7 .16) and (7 .17 ). 

From the a.bQVe relations it is easily seen that "t.rhen 

"'\ - o v/· ~ ('"<(To· Te) A. J<" _· . o 
vt> o.... ) 1'Yl. i. ~ anu; /"'- - as obtained b~ Bhatnagar and 

Srivastava (1971), previously. 
\ 

l~rtTh~r it is npted th~t keeping the percentage of 

1on1zation constnnt if the pressure is reduced, the ·asst1mpt1on 

made previously namely t)i.a_ J1a... < < LJ (- beaomes more valid ana. if 

the value 

suoh that 

by 

of W which usually lies 1n the souio range be 
_,2- '2. 
Vp..._ <... ( L;J the phase velocity is found to be giverJ 

"h1 . 
l 



the t..rtave ah~rs no attenuation,. 

Thus it is evident that both disperaiou and damping 

oX ion-acoustic t<Tavea can be reduced in t\-ro ways; either by 

increasing the percentage of iohization or by lowering the 

gas pressure. 

(b) 'D.f!.Pendenca of 1on ... aooustic phase V!3loeity an,!! 

damp it}&_ with back-sro}t:tl?- prer:saur~ .. Depandet1ce oi! ion .... 

acouotic phasa velocity and damping with background gas 

preasu:r.e can be predicted from the relations (7 .16) and. 

(7.17). Since both ~<Land ~c._ are propol'tional to the 

neutral particle density i.e., baekground neutral gas pressure 

F..,.. one ca,n 't-rrite ~e... as J1,(,..:::: o('F" where D( is e. anttable 

·constant of proportior~lity related to the effective cross

sections of collision of charged particles vith tho neutl?als. 

Thus variation or phase velocity and damping becomes the 

function of gas pressure through the relation 

and 

(c) I.ieasurement of BleGtron Temperaturo - In many 

easea, particularly in the discharge plasma T -e)) T i.. so 

neglecting T i.. it becomes apparent tr.ot~ equations (7.16) 

.; 
·l 



and (7.17) that both T and ~"- can be aetermine<1 by 

measuring phas<~ velocity and damping of ion-acoustic waves. 

It is argued tl:~at, in a weakly ionized plasr:1a, it is 

a reasonable ~pproximation (Uman 1964) to use acttml 

col11sfon frequencies in place of the effective collision 

·frequencies. vrhich htl\ra bQE.m used. in the hydrodynamic equations. 

Thus determination o:r Vpo..bY soni.c probe method tvill be a· 

further vertficatiou of tlte above asmurtption. It is Hlso clear 

that the dll'i'erence bat\·reen . Vpc: effect ivf) (measur•3d with some 

probe technique). and ~.:- elastic (determined from the measured 

e~astic scattering cross ... sections of electrons and ion with 
. nojt-

neutral atoms) would be a measure of the w,elastieity of 

collisions if wall effects ere ignored. Thus for a three 

component pl~sroa >1>~becomes n useful parameter to be studied. 

(d) Use oi' Acoustic Transducers as Sonic Probe - If 

the waves· are excited elect:rostatico.lly Ol'" v1ith oseillt\tory 

magnetic field (Little 1962) . Uo._= 0 is a plausible assu.mptionQ 

But 11' instead trD.nsducers are used to excite ion ... acousttc l<JaVes 

the assumption, Uo...= 0 "Hill Ilo long a~ be t:nte. In those 

situations tr,3atrne11t should be more· general tlla.n that given 

above and separate fluid equations for the neutral particles 

should also have to be ccms1.d.ered. and also more gene-ral def'ini-
~ 

t1ons o} f, P and U are to be u.sea.. Conoequently i't "t.Jonld 

predict another purely acoustic vmve mode Hhich '.;ill be carr1e6. 

by neutral particles alone (Chapter VIII). 



{a) ~ffl- aJJP.r9xi[nf-1..tJ..on.s _ _rng.d.f? ... .!~1.Jl.rrf.y.!na. a:t; .~sm .. ?:lliP-1.7 ·~-~.). 
froez e_g~~ion, (Z ... l_;t) : 

It has been pointed earlier that the tmd.r;n:-lined. te:ror:1s 

in equa:tion (7 .• 1.'2) have he en neglected i1:1 comparison to the 

other terms.. This stat(~men·t "Will be vorii'1.ed by constderi:ng 

each tern separt:.tely. · 

cornpa:riuou to the 2nfl term. 

. e v .' . v Tc. + T e = 
The third term is - l ~ e. a-.. -r 

IM..e_ I ~ 

Dinoe thH 2nd term can be vritt;op as 
"WI.~ €. -·-

' 
T11us from the condition (z) it is evident th::rt the thirc1 terru 

may be neglected· in comparison 1·J:l,th the seeond term. 

4th term. :-

From a .s1rnih1:r argument as abcYY"e this term can be 

shoWll .,,Bt.•y small as compared to thr-; second term~ 

5th term ;-

j' 



·:ehe s~cond port1on of this term can obviously be :neglected 

in comparison with the sixth- tel'm i.e.,!:- Tc -tT.e V po.... t..J.tL"L_ 
. . 'hli. Te_ 

ainoa vl_~ <1{o... and CJ1. ( ( w.fl.'l- •. Again expressing the . 

.:L 
6th term in terms of (.;)'- i.t will become evident that the lst 

portion of the i'ifth term may also be neglected in comparison 

with the s:brth term. 

From similar arguments it can 'b~ shot.,rn ~r1thout ambi

guity that the eighth t~rm may be neglecte~ 1n comparison 

with the 6th term L-co.nd1 tion ·(x) is to be usea-.7 ana. the 

ninth 'term ma.;y be neglected in. comparison to the seventh term. 

(b) gp the approx~met~op. !.D~de_J.n arriyil1g at equat!on (7.14).. 

$.,r,om .. f.!9U!3-~J.pn .$.7.).3). t 

r.t will be sufficient to sho,·r that 2 . I I 2 ·~:;'"(,) ((,) - L v~o.) (w- LV~._) J I 
< < \ 4 VIL2. v~ (w- \.\) ~") ("'- i_ v~._)u)s,_(.J,_I 

where v, ')... ve.tL) 
v.'2.. 
;. 



I [
(4J 1 7) l) ( w- ;_ -J~) 1//4 ' 

Let - pc... t:: T and obviously 

~ 2 ~,~ 
the value of 1f is of the order of UJ err 1/pe... 

l'lhich. is apparent since·-. 
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A SINGLE FLUID MODEL APPROACH TO OBTAIN THE ION-ACOUSTIC 
WAVE DISPERSION AND DAMPING IN A WEAKLY IONISED GAS· 
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The macroscopic equations of motion for a weakly ionised gas where the 
collisions between the background neutral particles and the plasma particles 
cannot be ignored, have been. considered. From these basic equations of 
motion the wave equation in "p" (the macroscopic pressure perturbation) 
and the corresponding dispersion relation has been obtained. The dispersion 
relation shows that the propagation constant has four roots of which two 
correspond to two distinct modes of propagation in the positive direction 
the other two corresponding to two modes of propagation in the negative 
direction. Considering the frequency region much below the ion plasma fre
quency it has been observed that one of the roots which is a solution of the · 
particular mode of the general equation corresponds to a sonic speed 
which closely simulates the Tonks-Langmuir speed for ion-acoustic wave 
and shows considerable dispersion and damping. The solution indicates 
however that both the dispersion and damping can be reduced either by in
creasing the percentage of ionization or by lowering the background pressure. 
It is further pointed out that by measuring the phase velocity and attenuation 
constant it is possible to calculate the electron temperature and the plasma 
neutral collision frequency. The usefulness of the analysis for a sonic probe 
to obtain the plasma parameters has been discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

That there exist various wave modes which can propagate through a plasma 
medium results from the fact that at least two distinct species viz., ions and electrons 
are present and there exist varieties of driving and restoring forces namely, electric 
and magnetic forces, pressure gradient, viscosity etc, in a plasma medium. Though 
theoretically all possible modes of wave motion can simultaneously exist in a plasma, 
the boundary conditions and the state of the plasma will essentially determine which 
of the restoring and inertial forces will predominate for the propagation of the corres
_ponding wave mode. Of the different modes [broadly classified as: (a) electro
magnetic; (b) electrostatic; (c) electro-acoustic; (d) magneto-acoustic] the electro
acoustic wave in many respects has the essential properties of an ordinary acoustic 
wave but part of the restoring force in this case is purely electrostatic in origin. 
When the frequencies of these waves are much larger than the electron plasma fre
quency, the wave is· carried by electrons and is known as electronic-ultrasonic wave 
(Bhatnagar & Srivastava, 1971). At frequencies well below electron plasma fre
quency the waves are essentially carried by ions and are called ion-acoustic ·waves. 

Note: The paper was received from the referee on 2/1/1976 and accepted on 8/1/1976: 

Vol. 42, A, No. 4 
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These are low frequency plasma density (or plasma pressure) oscillations in which 
ions and electrons move in phase. 

On the basis of fluid analysis it was first predicted in 1929 by Tonks and 
Langmuir (1929) that for isothermal plasma the phase velocity V8 is given by 

v.z = kT. 
m, 

The theory does not predict dispersion and damping of the waves. Considerable 
amount of work, both theoretical and experimental on the dispersion and damping 
ofthe waves has been published. There are two different approaches through which 
the dispersion relation for these waves can be obtained. The Boltzman-Transport 
equation approach predicts Landau dampi)lg (Landau 1945) and which approach is 
now limited to cases when the waves are externally excited by oscillatory electric field 
to grids (Gould 1964). The alternative hydrodynamic approach for a fully ionised 
plasma. does not predict considerable dispersion and damping of ion-acoustic waves 
both for isothermal (Surdin 1962) and non isothermal plasma (Bhatnagar 1964 
and Venkatarangan 1964). Even if the collisions between ions and electrons are 
included (Bhatnagar & Shrivastava 1971) the nature of dispersion relation does 
not differ much. 

It has been suggested by several authors that the study of electro-acoustic wave 
propagation in a plasma (we use this as a general term to include both ion-acoustic 
and electronic-ultrasonic wave) may lead to a diagnostic method for plasma para
meters. If, in particular, one utilizes the determination of phase velocity of ion
acoustic waves as a diagnostic method for a laboratory plasma it is necessary to 
consider the effect of collisions of plasma particles with a large background of neutral 
particles on the ion-acoustic waves. 

Considering the effects of neutral particles, a theoretical calculation has been 
done by Hatta and Sa to (1962) for ion-acoustic waves in an isothermal plasma where 
the fluid equations of electron and ion species have been considered separately and the 
differential wave equation for ion density has been obtained. The treatment is 
adequate so far as the ion-acoustic wave is only of concern; but in this treatment 

the macroscopic quantities viz., plasma velocity U, current density J, plasma density 
p and plasma pressure P are not involved; therefore the existence of other modes 
cannot be predicted. According to Spitzer (1962) the two intermingled fluid concept 
(Hatta & Sato 1962) is advantageous in those idealized cases where either the electrons 
or the positive ions remain at rest. These situations cannot be conceived at least 
in the case of ion oscillations. 

The purpose of the present paper is to derive the general wave equation and the 

dispersion relation using the macroscopic variables of plasma (U, J, p, P, etc.) 
and to make a unified treatment of the subject as a whole for a non-isothermal plasma 
taking the effect of collisions of the charged species with the neutral particles, and 
then to obtain from the general dispersion relation the phase velocity and attenuation 
constant of ion-acoustic waves at frequencies much below ion-plasma frequency. 
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DERIVATION OF THE BA.SIC EQUATIONS IN TERMS OF THE MACROSCOPIC VARIABLES 

The basic fluid'equations for a fully ionized plasma, for a single fluid model for 
zero magnetic field and neglecting the effect of gravitational potential, can be 
written as 

equation of motion 

dU 
fl(l(=-\lP 

generalized Ohm's Law 

dJ 
--2- ---;rr- = E _: "f)J + eN. \! P. 

€oW • 
where rationalized units have been used. 

Plasma momentum : 

pU = ( N,m,u, + N.m.u.) = ':' ( h- J.) 
Current density: 

J = e (N;U; - N. U.) = J; + J. 

Plasma pressure: 
p = P. + p, 

Mass density: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

where, N,, m;, u,, P, and J, are respectively the particle density, particle mass, 
fluid velocity, fluid pressure and current density for ions and the quantities with 
suffix ''e" correspond to those values for electrons, 

w. = electron plasma frequency; 
e. free space perrnitivity; 
z. = average ionic charge; 

"1J = resistivity (for a fully ionized gas) 

If the effect of momentum transfer due to collision between the charged particle 
species and the neutral particle species is considered the following quantities are to 
be added to the right hand side of the Eqs. (i) & (ii) respectively: 

N lnelna (u.~ ~ ) m;ma ( ~ ~ ) a= eVea + a-u~ + N;v;a Ua-Ui me ma m;+ma 

b - me 7\T. lni112a ( u~ _ u.--: ) llli AT 112e112a ( u~ _ u~ ) 
- - 2- e lYlVia + a • - --0 1YeVea + a e 

pe m; ma pe- me ma 

where Ua = macroscopic neutral atom velocity and vea and v;a are, respectively, 
the effective electron-atom and ion-atom collision frequencies and ma is the mass 
of a neutral atom. 
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Neglecting the terms of the order of m./nu one can write 

n1. v•a ( ~ ~ ) m, (~ ~ ) b = - 2-. e.N;m,-? Ua - U; - -., . e.N,/11;'1,a Ua - U, 
. pe - pe· . 

. Considering the infinitesimal perturbation approximations (so that the equations are 
linearised) the momentum transfer equation and generalized Ohm's law equation 
become, considering the effect of collisions with neutral particles 

where 

and 

au lnj 
p- =- \lp + ~ ar e 

'Y. •a Wa I 2 

__ aj. __ E~+ _1_ "'P• _ m,n
2
le ' --:- m, . 

v via}; - pe2 '~•a]e 
2 ot eNe0 pe 

"o""'• 
where we have assumed YJ = 0. 

... (vi) 

. .. (vii) 

In the above equations the variables E, p, u and j represent the perturbed 
values of electric field, pressure, velocity and current density. The sutlix 'e', 'i' 
and 'a' denote the values corresponding to the electron,· ion and neutral species 
respectively. The terms wit11 suffix zero correspond to the corresponding quiescent 
values; 

In arriving at the above equation, a driftless plasma in absence of external 

electric field has been considered and all the quiescent values of E, U and J have 
been neglected. Again, since ionization has been assumed to be weak, the density 

of neutral particles is much greater than that of the charged particles and Ua = 0, 
is also a plausible assumption. 

Expressing j; and ja in terms of u & j from equations (vi) & (vii) one can 
write after certain approximation, 

au n + P. 0 p - = - v p - p'lpa. ll I"' 1 ar 
1 a· ...,. 1 · ...,. 

-. - _}___ =E + -- \lp.- _!__ + ~u 
· 2 ar eNeo cr. 
"o""'• 

(1) 

... (2) 

which are respectively the linearised plasma momentum transfer equation and gene
ralised Ohm's law equation in J?resence of neutral particles, 

where 
m: • 

I(cre = --'lea, ~ 
pe2 'Yea and 'IPa 

e 
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The other fluid equations are the continuity equations of mass and charge, 

on; p ~ 
at=- m; \l.U (3) 

... (4) 

where n; and n~ are the perturbed values of ion & electron density respectively. 
Poisson's equation: 

\1 .E = -:
0 

( n~ - n. ) ... (5) 

Equation of state (for non-isothermal plasma) 

... (6) 

where T. and T; are electron temperature and ion temperature respectively. 
We shall assume for adiabatic gas constants y; = Y• = y 

WAVE EQUATION 

Taking divergence on both sides of Eqs. (1) and (2) and using Eqs. (3), (4), 

(5) & (6), one can eliminate the variables u, E and j so that only the pressure 
variables are retained 

1 [ o4p aap azp op J 
V.2 A ot4 + B ot3 + C at2 + D at 

z a z H o 2 A iJ2 n2 + S ()2 ~2 = F\1 p+GTt \Z P + at \1 Pe + iJt2 v P ot2 v P• ... (7) 

where, A - __!!__ T;. + T. · 
- m. T. ' 

C = .!_ T,+ T. a} + e 
_ m;. T. • m. 

D 
_ _:___ T;. + T. . 2 
- T w. VJ>a, m; e v 

G = _!!_ T; 
m. Vea Te' e ( ' T;. ) H =- v. + Vea T.+T. and S= ejm. 

me 2 a i 6 

To eliminate \1 2p. term 
mation that 

from eq. (7), one .can assume to a first approxi-

ou " Pat~- vP ... (8) 

with this approximation \J 2p. term can easily be eliminated and Eq. (7) becomes 

1 [ ()5p I ()4p ()3p ()2p J 
v2 A ot5 ' B ot4 + c i3ta + D (JtZ 
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where (A+ S) = A1 , 

The above equation is the required wave equation for a weakly ionized plasma 
medium. The equation is a partial differential equation, fifth order in time deriva
tive and fourth order in space derivative of the pressure perturbation 'p'. 

DISPERSION RELATION 

i("X.X - wt) 
Considering one dimensional case, if one assumes that p = P• e be 

a solution of Eq. (9) the required dispersion relation between the frequency w 

and propagation constant "/.. can be obtained as: 

~2 [ - iw5 A - Bw4 + iCw
3 + Dw

2 J 
• 

= (iFw - Gw2 - iA1w
3) 1..2 + (iS1w - H 1 ) "1.4 

or, inserting the values of the constants, 

_1:_ [ i {- _!!______. T;+ T •. w2 +~ T, + T. w2 + _!!____ v' v ... T•;. T. 
yz m, T. m; T. • m, ia 

• 

. .. (10) 

+ -e (Ti + T, )} 3 { T,+T•·( vea +Vi•) 2+ e T,+T. 2}! \lea - -- W - e.-- - - . W - -- \IJ>aW W 
m. T. T;+T. T. m. m, m, T. • 

----~-----------

= l- ----w w - ~ Vea -- • w -l - ----- + - w "' [ 
. e T, + T. 2 e T; z • ( e T, + T. e ) 3 J "' 2 

m, T. • m. T. m, T. m. 

+ [ i ykT; . __!_. w- ykT; .:__ ( v ~ + vea T. T,T. )] "/..4 •.• (11) 
m; m, m; m. . •a i + e 

From Eq. (10) or Eq. (11) it is evident that "/.. has four roots (for any 
particular excitation frequency w) of which two correspond to two distinct modes 
propagating in the positive direction and the other two correspond to the same 
propagating in the negative direction. . 

PHASE VELOCITY AND ATTENUATION OF THE !ON-ACOUSTIC MODE 

Though in principle, it is possible to obtain exact solution of Eq. (11) for "J., 
only the situation here will be considered where the following conditions are 
satisfied: 

(x) 

W\lpa <( w{ (Y) 

\1. \lea <( w2 

•a ' ... (z) 
and w < w; 

where w• ( = e2Ne0 / m,e0) is the ion plasma frequency. 
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In fact the above conditions are satisfied in most recent experimental conditions 
concerning ion-acoustic waves, if w is kept in the audio range. 

With the above assumptions one can neglect the underlined terms in Eq. 
(11) compared to other terms (vide Appendix) and the Eq. (11) is simplified to 

2 

V2 v2 { . ( I + v • )} "14 - v.2 w2. w"'2 i w-z '~;a V2 'lea ,._ ,._ 

(12) 

where, 

From Eq. (12) two roots of X2 can be determined: 

/ "/..
2 

= V,2we2w ± 4 ( V.owe
2
w r -4 v: v: { w-i ( v;<i + ~ 'lea)} w! ( w-ive a )w2 

2V:v:{w-i(via'+ ~:: '~•a )} (l3) 

In order to make the quantity under the radical a perfect square the term 

[ 2V~~i
2

W { w- i( v!a + ~: 'lea)} ( w- iv~a )J 
is added which is very small in comparison with the second term under the radical 
(vide appendix). Thus one gets one of the roots of 

{14) 

In the other root of X2 the electron density (in the form of we2
) occurs explicitly 

and this corresponds to the electron wave mode and at frequencies much below 
electron plasma frequency, this root corresponds to large damping (this has been 
shown by Bhatnagar & Shrivastava 1971) for a fully ionized plasma. 

,;• .. 

Since X is complex, X = X' + i"X" 

and X2 = (X'2 - X"2) + i2X'X." (15) 

Using Eqs. (14) and (7) and equating real and imaginary parts one can solve X' 
and Xw hence we obtain the phase velocity V11 and attenuation. X" given by 

__!'Y_:_:_k~(;_:T•:___:+_T.---". ),_ 
2 2. 

V2= ~= m, 
11 X.'2 1 + ,.[ 1 +vpa2Jw2 

X." 2= ( '1/ i +vpa2/w2
- 1) . w2 

2
_ yk(Ti+T.) 

m. 

DISCUSSION 

(16) 

(17) 

(a) Effect of plasma-neutral collision frequency-The above expression (Eq. 
16) for phase velocity of ion-acoustic wave can be compared to that obtained 
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by Bhatnagar & Shrivastava (1971) who considered fully ionized plasma and 
obtained the expression for phase velocity as 

when collision with neutral molecules is taken into consideration as in the case of 
partially ionised plasma, both the phase velocity and attenuation are functions of 
the excitation frequency and the parameter vpa (one may call it as affective plasma 
neutral collision frequency) as is evident from Eqs. (16) and (17). 

From the above relations it is easily seen that when vpa --')- 0 V 2 = yk (T;+ T.), 
11 m; -~. 

and X" = 0 as obtained by Bhatnagar and Srivastava (1971), previously. 
Further it is noted that keeping the percentage of ionization constant if the 

pressure is reduced, the assumption made previously namely V:a. vea < w! \ 
becomes more valid and if the value of w, which usually lies in the sonic range be 

such that v!a < w 2 , the phase velocity is found to be given by 

yk (Te + T,) 
171; 

the wave shows no attenuation. 

Thus it is evident that both dispersion and damping of ion-acoustic waves can be 
reduced in two ways; either by increasing the percentage of ionization or by lowering 
the gas pressure. 

(b) Dependence of ion-acoustic phase velocity and damping with back-ground 
pressure-Dependence of ion-acoustic phase velocity and damping with background 
gas pressure can be predicted from the relations (16) and (17). Since both v1, 

and vea are proportional to the neutral particle density i.e., 1background neutral gas 
pressure Pn one can write 'iPa as 'lpa = a Pn where a is a suitable constant of 
proportionality related to the effective cross-sections of collision of charged particles 
with the neutrals. Thus variation of phase velocity and damping becomes the 
function of gas pressure through the relation 

and 

"1."
2 = ( ,J 1+ct. 2P! / w

2
- 1) w 2 

/ zv: 

(c) !Yleasurement of Electron Temperature-In many cases, particularly in the 
discharge plasma T. ~ T; so neglecting Ti it becomes apparent from Eqs. (16) 
and (17) that both T. and Vpa can be determined by measuring phase velocity and 
damping of ion-acoustic waves. 
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It is argued that, in a weakly ionized plasma, it is a reasonable approximation 
(Uman 1964) to use actual .collision frequencies in place of the effective collision 
frequencies which have been used in the hydrodynamic equations. Thus determi
nation of '~Pa by sonic probe method will be a further verification of the above 
assumption. It is also clear that the difference between Ypa-effective (measured 
with sonic-probe technique) and '~Pa~elastic (determined from the measured elastic 
scattering cross-sections of electrons and ion with neutral atoms) would be a measure 
of the inelasticity of collisions if wall effects are ignored. Thus for a three com
ponent plasma '~Pa becomes a useful parameter to be studied. 

(d) Use of Acoustic Transducers as Sonic Probe-If the waves are excited 
electrostatically or with oscillatory magnetic field (Little 1962) ua = 0 is a plau
sible assumption. But if instead transducers are used to excite ion-acoustic waves 
the assumption, Ua = 0 will no longer be true. In those situations treatment 
should be more general than that given above and separate fluid equations for the 
neutral particles should also have to be considered and also more general definitions 

'Y, P and U are to be used. Consequently it would predict another purely 
acoustic wave mode which will be cauied by 1~eutral particles alone. 
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APPENDIX 

(a) The approximations made in arriving at Eq. (12) jrorn Eq. (11): 

It has been pointed earlier that the underlined terms in Eq. (12) have been neg
lected in comparison to the other terms. This statement will be verified by consi
dering each term separately. 

1st term:-

Since w2 -< w
2 the 1st term can be neglected in comparison to the 2nd • 

term. 

3rd term:-

The third term 1s 
e 
- v 
m. ia 

v. 
ta 

. m, e Ti+T. 2 Since the 2nd term can be wntten as - . - --·- wi 
111e m;. T. 

Thus from the condition (z) it is evident that the third term may be neglected in 
comparison with the second term. 

4th term:-
From a similar argument as above this term can be shown very small as compared 

to the second term. 
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5th term:-

e Tt+Te ( 'Yea Via 1 
) 2 Ti+Te 'Yea 2 + Tt+TeVia

1 

2 + -- w = e . -. w e-----. w 
T. m. m;, T. m. Te m; 

The second portion of this term can obviously be neglected in comparison with 

th . h . e Ti+ Te 2 • ' d o d 2 A · e s1xt term t.e., - -'T'-- v:Pa w stnce v. < VPa an w· -..... w . gam ex-
111• .1 6 e >a e 

pressing the ·6th term ip. terms of w; it will become evident _that the 1st portion of 

the fifth term may also be neglected in comparison with the sixth term. 
From similar arguments it can be shown without ambiguity that the eighth 

term may be neglected in comparison with the 6th term [condition (x) is to be 
used] and the ninth term may be neglected in comparison to the seventh term. 

(b) On the approximation made in arriving at Eq. (14) from Eq. (13): 

To prove under the assumptions (x), (y) and (z) 

[ ZVe;s;i
2

W { w- i( <a+-~~ Vea )} ( w- iVpa )J 
~ 4 v: v: { w - i ( V:a + ~:: Vea ) } ( w - ivpa ) w: w

2 

It will be sufficient to show that 

where 

Let l [( w- iv~a) ( w- iv~a )J I = tiJ4 and obviously the value of t)i2 is 

of the order of w2 or v2 
• 

Pa 

Thus we have to show that 

4V·;;:tw2. ~4 ~ 4V! v: <)i2 w! w2 

or to show that 

which is apparent since, 

is in general less than T •. 
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